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THE CANBERRA CRAFT BOOKBINDERS GUILD

In the sefies o-f articles about Australian Guilds, W D Thorn, President of the ACT Craft Bookbinilers Guild, has given
permission -for the publishing of an updated article which oiginally appeared in the catalogue for the Australian
Exhibition of Contemporary Binding I 992 . As with the NSllt Guild, the Canbena Guild also had its genesis with the NSW
D e p artment o_f Techni c al E du c ati on.
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INCE the SecondWorld War,the craft ofbookbinding
in Canberra has been closely connected with the
Canberra Technical College, now the ACT Institute

of Technical and Further Education. Up to 1974, primary,
secondary and technical educahon in the ACT was provided
by the NSW Department of Education. Until 1963, such
training as there was for the printing trades (including
bookbinding) in Canberra was provided by conespondence
from the Sydney Technical College, with tutorials given

by journeymen from the Government hnting Office. In
1963, a full-time teacher in the printing trades from the
staff of Sydney Technical College was appointed to the
te chni cal college in Canberra. Following this appointment,
zurangements were made in 1964 for a full-time teacher in
bookbinding from the Sydney Technical College to come
down to Canberra one day a week. This was later extended
to two days a week. This teacher was initially responsible
for teaching bookbinding apprentices.
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In about 1969, the Canberra Technical College started

classes in bookbinding for table-hands. Although
theoretically intended for people working in the trade, the

classes were attended by many people who were not
connected with the binding trades. What was taught in
these classes was limited because of trades union pressure.

ht 1976, Neale Wootton was appointed as the first fuIl-
time teacher in bookbinding at the Canbena Technical
College. Inthe same year, the College, with the agreement
of the printing industry union, replaced the limited course
in bookbinding for table-hands with more comprehensive

courses for non-trades people entitled "Bookcraft". These

courses have continued to the present. Their populanty
has fluctuated over the years, with a peak of four classes
per week in the middle I 980s. Numbers have diminished
in recent yea$ with the imposition of higher fees.

Many of the same students attended the Bookcraft classes

year after year. It was people from this group together with
some trade binders and one or two bookbinding employers
who came togetherto form the Craft Bookbinding Guild of
the AC'l in 1981. At an inaugural meeting in May, the

Guild was established with an interim committee of Neale
Wootton as president, Murray Miller as secretary and
Brian Hawke as treasurer. Neale Wootton continued as

president of the Guild until 1990, with several changes of
secretary and treasurer. The Guild was leeally incorporated,
its name being changed to the Canbena Craft Bookbinders
Guild Inc.

The object of the Guild is the promotion of hand book-
binding. This it does by conducting demonstrations, work-
shops, exhibitions and conferences and by publishing a
newsletterRaised Bands, now sharing inMorocco Bound.

From its beginning, the Guild has looked beyond the
boundaries ofthe Australian Capital Tenitory. It organised
and hosted the First National Conference of Craft
Bookbinders - Australia, held in Canbena in 1984. This
was a major conference attended by craft bookbinders
from the six Australian States, the ACT andNewZealand.
The special guests were Anthony Cains from Ireland, Siin
Eward from France, Edgar Mansfield ftom New Zealand
and Hugo Peller ftom Switzerland.

This was the first occasion many of those attending had
met binders from states other than their own. The pro-
ceedings ofthe conference which the Guild published is an
important record and reference text. Despite the generally
acknow-ledged success ofthe conference, there has not yet
been a second one although it has been mooted.

The First National Conference and its associated exhibition
coincided with the showing at the National Library of
Australia in Canbena of the Crafts Council of Ausfialia
touring exhibition Contemporary Designer Bookbindings,
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Europe and Australia. The two exhibitions enabled
delegates to compare Australian and overseas bindings
andtorelate the bindings on displayto the papers presented
at the conference. Both events were important in the
development ofcraft and designer bookbinding in Australia.

The success of the National Conference in 1984 was
followed five years later by the Australian Exhibition of
Contemporary Binding 1989-90, organised by the Guild
and displayed at the National Library from December
l989to Februuy 1990. The workofbinders from Australia,
Canada, France, Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland and
United States was on show. Seven members of the
Canberra Guild displayed bindings. The successful
Australian Exhibition Contemporary Binding 1992
followedthe 1989-90 exhibition. Ithad amore formaljury
selection process and a much higher quality catalogue.

The Canbena Guild has about thirty members whose
bookbinding skills andknowledge ofthe craft varywidely.
The membership ranges from desigrer and conservation
binders who have trained and worked in Europe and Asia,
and qudified tradespeople with long experience through
to amateurs who have been binding only a year. This
diversity leads to an interesting cross fertilisation of ideas

between members.

The Canbena Guild continues its close connection with
the ACT Institute of Technology (formerly the ACT Ins-
titute of TAFE), many of its activities being conducted at

the lnstitute's School ofGraphic Arts. There has also been
a close relationship with the National Library, both for
exhibitions and for tours of their facilities and viewrng in

their collection. Further information about the Canberra
Guild may be obtained from the Secretary, P O Box 4322,
KINGSTON ACT 2604.

The NSV( Guild conductsfrequent lectures and "hands-on"
demonstrations for members in its workshop. On 26th
March, Willie Feinberg shows the proper method for
sharpening bookbinding tools. Photo: Rowley Corben.
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AN UNUSUAL ITEM OF

T is always a rewarding feeling that one gets when an

item of unusual bookbinding interest occurs. Last
year, I was asked to advis€ on the feasibility of repair-

ing a full calf leather book of foolscap folio size
(185x300mm) entitled,4sop 's Fablespnnted by Sir Roger
L'Estrange in 1669. The covers were detached and the

spine was lost.

The book consi sting of 5 2 5 pp certainly had the appearance
of being lTth Century with respect to the typeface and the
grammatical style of English used including the dipstick
esses but there was something about it that suggested a
much later printing, namely the smoothness of the paper

surface instead ofhaving the roughness ofrag paper, the
presence of comb type marbled endpapers, and the remains
of a case binding having a hollow spine. Definitely not the

characteristics of lTth Centurybook consffuction. Despite

a haldwritten inscription on the fly-leaf made in 1880-

what could it be?

T--

FABLES,
OI

fr, S O P
MYTH;;;"ISTS,

,Uopels antr Bsfleptorrs.

By Sir.Rogcr LEJba,ge, Kt.

cl]r g'Dtro cDlrion €otrcd.D anD gmrnD0D.

LOt\'DON,
i',:rrL.) r!r A. r.a, b. te:, .tt. C,.:Ctu., 1. t J. Cteabit,

c 5r1/'t.t!.,.nd ll. ltnJ,ur//t, t6A9,

Tlr e ti t I e - page o-f Sir Ro ger L' Es trange's F ables of,iEsop,
published in 1669, reproduced to a reduced scale.

It was only recently that I was given a small single section
pamphlet of 40 pp entitled Morals Without Fables edited
in l88l by John E East Gray wherein the answers to the
mystery became known. A reprint from The Times of 8

January 1880 appearing in the pamphlet describes the
evolution of the book in question, which is quoted:
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ASSOCIATION INTEREST

This is a most perfect repint in facsimile of the well loown Third
Edition of Sir Roger L'Estrange's cuious Volume, published in

I 669, when he was a sort of censor or qaminer of literature in

the reign ofCharles II It was styled a corrected and amended

edition, and the title-page bears the date of I 669; and it also had

lh e fron tisp iece, now admirably repro duced in facsimile, showing

the humb-backcd (sic), big-headed Esop, suruounded by all the

birds and beasls into whose mouths he put his sapient words, with

a pen in his hand, holding a scroll on which are the words 'Utilc
Dulci'. The title-page is cut in wood, as no type could be possibly

be made to imitate the very irregular letters; but the letter-press

of the volume in general is in type specially cast to resemble the
old type, and the paper also was made with the same view of
producing dn qact copy ofthe old book The headJines ofthe
pages in the old book are so cuiously deformed by battered type

and bluned pinting that it wasfound impossible to imitate them

without recourse to photography. But the enterpising publishers,

determined to satisfy their antiquaian love of the old volume,

and meet the taste of the cuious in these matters, did not stop

with conqueing the di/frculties oftypography; for they proceeded

to bind the volume in precise imitation of the oiginal. This has

really been done with all the skill of a Grolier, the designs of the

corner stamps of the cover and the compartments ornamenting
the back having evidently been copied accurately from the old
binding, and even the leather specHed carefully as it is in
bindings of that date. As a specimen of work of the kind it is
singularly good, and must have involved a large upenditure, so

that il is to be hoped it will meet with the success which it
certainly deserves, from the thorouhgness with which every

point of interest in the physiognomy of the cuious old book has

been studied and closely reproduced.

The engraved frontispiece (reproduced to a reduced
size) ofEsop surrounded by the birds and animals into
whose moutlts he put his sdpient words.

t9
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Grolier - defined in World Book Dictionary - of or having
to do with a style of decoration in bookbinding, consisting
of bold lines of gold curiously interlaced in geometrical
forms and intermixed with delicate leaves and sprays.

[Jean Grolierde Servidres, 147 9-1 5 65, aErench bibliophile].

This almost says it all, but not quite! The handwritten
inscription on the front fly-leaf of the larger book now
makes sense:

At the cost of three thousand pounds, this book was
reproduced by me in the year 1880 and is the property of

John E East Gray, and
Sophia Prudence Gray.

To add further interest to reproduced work, the pamphlet
Morals Without Fables contains several advertisements
but two have relevence to the book which are reproduced:

NOW READY,
Foolscap Folio, 524pp., Elegantly Bound in Leather.

Gilt Back, Covers, and Edges (an exact Imitation of the

Onginal Edition), price 21s.,

THE FABLES OF,{SOP
AND

OTT{ER EMINENT MYTHOLOGISTS:

Reprinted in Old-faced Type, Point for Point, Word for
Word, Line for Line, from the celebrated Editiou of 1669,
by Sir Roger L'Estraoge, Kt.; containing the MoRAL and
REFLECTION to each Fable; the LIFE of ,€SOP; and the
Original FRoNTISPIECE.

GEORGE RICHMOND,
putlirfrr' Iootfrinta,

3, McLEANS BUILDINGS,
NEW STREET SQUARE, E.C.

fllt €tottJ anb Lratbn linlin$ lxrtutrb bttll
b!6p!tdj lnb purutustltp.

ESTABLISHED 45 YEARS.

G. R. begs to direct attention to the following extract
from a review in The Times, January 8, 1880, of the reprint
of .lE,sops Fables, bound by him:-

"This is a most perfect reprint in fac-simile of the well-
known Third Edition of Sir Roger L'Estrange's curious
volume, published in 1669 * * + I I The volume is bound
in precise imitation of the original. This has been done
with all the skill of a Grolier, the designs of the comer
stamps of the cover and the compartments omameuting the
back having evidently been copied from the old binding,
and even the leather speckled carefully as it is iu biudings
of that date. As a specimen of work of the kind it is
singularly good."
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From the letter received from Marlborough House which
is also published in the pamphlet, it would seem, however,
that it was not asimple matter for apublisher to make agift
of one's work to amember ofthe Royalty - it must be paid
for! And by the Royalty at that!

Shortly afterwards, a Post Office Order for !l 1s. was
received from Marlborough House.

Captain John E East Gray emigrated to NSW. He was the
author of poems which do not seem to be well known
today- The Friends of the Forest and The Demon Fire
where Fireman Brown lost his life in the great fire at
Messrs Lawler's, George Street, Sydney.

This would be one of the most remarkable items of associ-
ation that I have ever seen in quite some time!

Of the several morals contained in the pamphlet, some are

considered worth repeating for your enjoyment:
Grey hairs do not betoken llisdom always; any more than a

Bald Head betokens age. There are many young men with
bald heads; and many oldfools.
It is possible for a self-taught man to think and speak too

highly of hk teacher.
To almost every pleasure is attached a penalty.
He is ignorant (though the learaing of all the schools be his)

who is wanting in delicac.v and courtesy.

There are few persons even of an unlovely disposition but
have at least one redeeming quality. Said a man of his
departed spouse, She was a bad woman, but she made

excellent tarts.

Fair citicism is wholesome correction.
It is easier to break than to make.

Enough is a little more than we have.

Said one: I thought I had afiend. I tested him; and alas! I
have detested him ever since.

You may surely put down the man who brags ofhis annual
revenue as a sign of his genius, as An-lncome-Poop.

John R Newland.
Birchgrove. N.S.W.

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE. I

PALL MALL,5.W., I

2j February, 1880 
ISirs, 
I

I have to request, in reply to your letter o_fthe llth 
I

inst., to the address of the Pince of Wales, that you will be 
I

good enough tofumish me with a memorandum of the cost 
I

of the Edition of ,lEsop's Fables refened to in that lefter. 
I

The Pince of Wales is much obliged to you for your 
I

wish to present a copy of the work to Hi.s Royal Highness, 
I

but regrets that he is unable to retain it, except on payment, 
I

though equally obliged to youfor your kind wish that he 
I

should accept it as a present. 
I

I am, Sirs, Faithfully Yours, 
I

D.M.PROBYN, Lieut.-Gen., 
i

Comptroller and Treasurer to 
I

II.R.H. the Pince of Wales. 
I
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SYNTHETICS. GEI\ERAL

Hand bookbinding is by its very nature strongly rooted in
hadition. By definition it is not highly mechanised and so

many methods, materials and innovations used by large
commercial operations are not appropriate. Its practitioners
tend to spend their time repairing, conserving or restoring
old books and documents and not surprisingly, have an
aesthetic approach which might be called "invisible
mending ". Old in this context means not readily replaceable
and may fairly be used to describe a copy of Aunt Daisy's
recipe book, a 90-year old family bible, a first-edition
Domesday Book - or anything in between. There are those
who would shudder at the thought of removing a squashed,
dried moth from a page in the interests of faithfrrl
conservation. But I would not regard it as vandalism to
trim the "snuffy" edges off Aunt Daisy, to use PVA on her
spine and put her between kitchen proof vinyl coated
covers. There are, however, problem areas in between
these extremes and modem synthetics like PVA adhesives
and polyester thread and tape seem to cause most of the

heart-buming. This article mayhelp you to make arational
decision when in one ofthese quandaries.

REQUIREMENTS OF A GOOD ADHESIVE

It is appropriate at this point to consider the requirements
ofan adhesive; some are quite general, others specific to
particular situations. Perhaps the most general and most
important one is the ability to form a coherent and adhesive
film between two surfaces. This implies that it be a liquid
during application, subsequently becoming a solid to
produce a strong bond.

There are four general ways of achieving these twin
objectives:-

l. Dissolving the polymer in a solvent. Subsequent
evaporation turns the liquid into a solid. This of course is
the method used for starch paste and animal glue - water
being the solvent. Other organic solvents may also be used
for other polyners, e g for rubber cements. The trouble is
tlut such solvents may be toxic, smelly or inflammable.
2. Melting the polymer. Subsequent cooling turns the
liquid into a solid. These hot-melt adhesives have no place
in manual bookbinding, but are used in enormous amounts
in binding paperbacks and even expensive hardbacks.
3. Mixing the monomer. (Or other liquid reactants) with
an accelerator or catalyst. Chemical reaction then produces
the solid state. These are the "two pot" adhesives, expensive
but in general high performance ones.
4. Emulsification of the polymer. This is the method
used for PVA and related adhesives. We will confine our
attention to this option.

EMI.]LSIONS

An emulsion is a suspension oftiny droplets of an insoluble
liquid in water. They are made by high-speed stirring (or
other violent agitation) of the liquid/water mixture, with
the addition of emulsifuing agents. (Milk is a familiar,
naturally-occurring emulsion of milk-fat in an aqueous
protein solution). If the water is removed by evaporation,
the droplets will coalesce to leave a thin layer of the
insoluble liquid behind. This layer must be liquid snsrrgh
to "wet" the two surfaces, penetrat€ into the microscopic
interstices, and "hold hands" with the molecules of the two
surfaces to be joined. On the other hand, for adhesion, it
must be solid enough not to just pull apart if tension is
applied.

These are conflicting requirements, but can be achieved
because ofa very fortunate circumstance - polyrners do not
have a sharp melting point, as for example, does ice. The
transition between solid and liquid is spread over quite a
range of temperature and what is more, this spread can be

modified by plasticisers. A simplified scheme illustrating
this is shown below:-

Solid, brittle trc

somewhat flexible

Semisolid, flexible
and elastic

Fluid but elastic,
tacky

Liquid

GLASSY
Itil
Y

RUBBERY

Ittt
VISCOELASTIC

IT
JI

VISCOUS FLUID

Polymers thus do not have a ffue melting point - rather a
melting range. As a polymer is heated, i1 shangss from
solid to liquid via a series of poorly defined intermediate
stages, shown in the diagram above. Chemists refer
instead to a "glass transition temperature" at which the
particles ofan evaporating emulsion are just soft enough
to coalesce and form a coherent layer. Below that
temperature, an unmodrfied emulsion will dry to apowder,
the pafiicles ofwhich are the same size as in the emulsion.

PVA emulsions as manufactured have a glass ffansition
temperarure above room temperatue and will therefore
dry to a fine powder. The methods used to overcome this
effect in a polymerwhich otherwise has so many excellent
qualities are discussed in Part 4.

Royce O Farrelly,
New Zealand.
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ELLUM is a remarkable material to use in bind-
ings. Its longevity is well known and it can be

decorated with gold tooling, calligraphy, blind
stamping, painting and many other techniques.

BOARDS: With all boards, but especially laminated
boards, it is strongly advised to make up the boards well in
advance ofcovering then leave them under weight for a

couple of weeks ifpossible, to allowtotal drying out of all
the laminations and to achieve maximum stability before
covering. For laminated covers, use a thin millboard and
a heavier millboard. The use of good quality acid-free
materials is assumed ix these notes as is conect grain
direction, ie parallel to the spine in every case.

Important Note: Use only white paper and do not make
marks of any sort on the linings as these will show tkough
the vellum. A watermarked paper may also show through
so do not use that part ofthe paper or better still, do not use
those particulartypes ofpapers. Above all, work cleanly
and avoid adhesive spills. newsprint w aste paper and dusty
materials.

Boards are made up as follows:* Using PASTE, line the thin irner board with white
paper, one lining only, and nip between hard boards.* Using paste again, line the thicker board WITH
TWO linings on one side and ONE lining on the other,
again nipping between hard pressing boards.+ Using PVA, laminate these two boards together so

that the double lined side of the thick board is glued to
the unlined side of the thin !s6d.
* LEAVE A SPACE ofbetween2to 3mm atone joint
edge and do NOT firlly pva for about 40-50mm as the
flange of the book will be slotted into that area later.
The 2-3mm space between the boards is for the French
groove which is essential for a vellum binding of this
sort since vellum does not flex as easily as leather and
would crease into a white line if creased too acutely.

E
E
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NOTE: All steps involved in the pasting of lining papers
and laminating should be placed in the nipping press as
quickly as possible and the made-up laminated boards be
placed underheavy weights forat least two weeks. Failure
to do this will result in boards warping or curling which
cannot be removed.

END PAPERS: A "made" end paper should be selected;
one having a waste sheet on the outer side. This waste sheet
when eventually folded over, will become the flange or
tongue to which the boards will be attached.

TEXT BLOCK: The text should be sewn on at least three
6mm (tA inch) tapes. It is better to use narrow tapes and to
have more of them rather than to use fewer but wider tapes

in every circumstance as this will result in being neater
over the joint and provide good flexibility all along the
book block. After sewing and endpapering, trim the book,
round and back the text in the usual milnner.

ATTACHING THE BOARDS: Check the groove made
with the two boards, that have thoroughly dned, is the same

width along the whole length and cut the boards to fit your
book. Sand the edges ofthe boards well and reduce points
ofcorners. Do not to cushion the edges.

Apply pva on to the waste sheet, then fold back (to
sandwich in the tapes), right up to the bottom of the joint.
Rub down nicely with bone folder. Repeat on the other
side of the book. When dried, gently tear off the outside
edges of the flange to about 5mm from the trimmed edges

ofthe book, then trim offexcess length offlange so that it
will fit snugly into the boards.

Open the boards at groove to receive the flange, coat each
side of the opening with pva and insert the flange. .L rs
crucial that the boards are adjusled pedectly and be in
lheir exact positions since they cannot be moved after this
srep. Prior to gluing, place a tiny pencil mark on each

board to mark their conect position to assist when guiding
the boards into place. Check board squares with the book!
Work quickly, full concentration!

Place thin metal sheets between the boards and the end

leaves and give a good nip in the press to enclose flanges

and to set the position of the boards. Remove from press,

check that all is well and wipe away any excess pva which
may have been squeezed out. Place book between pressing

boards with a weight on top and leave for a while.

MOROCCO BOUND

SOME NOTES ON VELLUM BINDINGS

Daphne Lera o"f the NSll Guild of Craft Bookbinders has prepared some notes on a method ofvellum binding based on
the James Brockman videotape, a copy of which is in the Guild's library. As a demonstrqtion of this method, Daphne
conducted q hands-on class.for some members of the NSW Guild.

.n. tu-5umm-l l---
ffi

ooGaoo(Enffic(q

ffi

-

Thin board
PVA adhaive

Thicker board

ARMNGEMENT OF BOARDSAND PAPER LINERS
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ENDBANDING: Endbands should be on the SMALL
size, since the desired result is for the headcaps to be

slightly lower than the height of the squares. Therefore,
measure 314 of the height of the square for the right
thickness of endbanding core. Mark the cenffe of each

section with flags and sew endbands in the preferred way

or attach rolled pared leather endbands.

SPINE LINING: Cap up book with clean white paper

ma}<ing the cap fit snugly. Tape it closed both front and
back. Proceed to line spine as follows.

Please note that the first layer of adhesive should be

either gelatin as used by James Brockman or gluten free
paste. made with either with Silver Starfr starch or
gluten free flour.

Glue one linen liner cut to the exact width and length of the

spine and rub down well so that it looks as though it is
rnoulded into the spine. Glue one paper liner on top of this;
all layers to be extremely well rubbed down.

Make the hollow with the same type of paper that the

boards are lined with - plain white good quality, grain

direction parallel with the spine. The hollow should be a

two-or1-thee-off type if for a thick book, otherwise a two-
on-two-off type should suffice, but make the decision with
the book and its paperweight in mind. The hollow should
fit the width of the spine exactly.

Leave the hollow to dry for at least a day or more, then cut

offexcess at head and tail and back cornerthe hollow. That
is, cut off the end points of the hollow, all four of them, so

that the top and bottom ofthe hollow is slightly angled at
each corner. At tlus stage, the support boards, ie the lower
boards, should also be back comered.

CUTTING AND ATTACHING THE VELLIIM : When
dry. slit the hollow for approx l5-20mm along the top and
bottorn for receiving the vellum turn-ins. Sand the back
conrering on the boards to soften the axgles. Check all
edges ofthe boards to ensure that they are perfectly smooth
and if necessary, sand again. Mark corners with a mitre.
Paint all the dark edges of the boards with white acrylic
paint.

When cutting out the vellum ,allow a turn-in of 20mm.
Note very carefully the position where the spine will fall
on the book and if any unwanted marking is present, move
the ternplate accordingly to the look you wish to achieve.
Avoid having the spine of the vellum at the spine of the
book as this will cause very difficult tuming-in and opening
of the book. Lie the vellum on the bench, taping it flat if
necessary. and brush the flesh side again with a stiffbrush
to renlove any dust, etc.
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Apply an adhesive mixture of 80% pva and 20o/opa,ste to

a piece of white lining paper using a stippling action and

when well pasted ie, not a lot of adhesive but just well
covered with the fibres relaxed, smooth it onto the vellum
on the flesh side. Have clean pressing boards ready, place

the lined vellum between the boards and rush it into the

press. Nip the lined vellum about 10 times, that is, press

and release the pressure for 10 times to be sure of
perfect adhesion.

Place the book block on the vellum, check that the turn-ins
are not TOO big. Trim NOW if they are. Mark with a

pencil the top and tall edge where the spine will fall. Pare

offthe semi-circle at the head

and tail at spine for easier
turning-in. Mark the vellum
with a bone folder to obtain
the location of the book.

Stipple the pva/paste mixture onto the paperside of the

vellum up to the bone folder marks only. Place the book
on the vellum and feed the vellum into the grooves on each

side. Rush it lnto the press using special pressing boards

with rods on them to fully press the vellum into the groove

when pressed. Nip and release at least 5 times as before.
Remove from press and check, rub downwell onboth sides

and press again as before. Rub down spine and boards
vigorously after taking book out ofthe press.

Dampen the turn-ins with warm water ON TI{E VELLUM
SIDE, then glue and tum-in, mitering the corners and

rolling the vellum down into the hollow. Cut away the

paper only at the corner points so they wrll turn in well and

neatly. This may be very tricky to do! It is best to hold
the book on a paring stone and use very sharp knife.

When the furn-ins and corners have been done, check the
groove and if necessary, as it may have come unstuck,
dampen slightly with warm water and press well again
(using the thin metal sheets inside).

Tie up and mould the head and tail caps ils you would for
a leather binding, bearing in mind that vellum moves less

and requires a lot more coaxing to get a good shape. Place
the thin metal sheets between the boards and book block
and leave well weighted to dry.

Continue with remainder of the binding in the usual way.
Infill the inside of the boards fully and paste down the

endpapers, one at a time, in the open book position. Do not
close the book until each endpaper has thoroughly dried.

Apply titling and other gilt or indian ink decoration or
desigl to the spine and covers as desired.
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THE SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER SHOW

The NSW Guild Committee have proposed the following
modifications to the Bookbinding Classes at the RAS Arts
and Crafts Section as well as the introduction ofa new class

in an effort to attract a greater number of entries.

GENERAL BOOKBINDING.
Any traditionally hand bound book comprising a multi-
section binding, hand sewn on tapes or cords, rounded and

backed. Books may be case-bound, bradel or any other
method but NOT laced into boards or extra-letterpress.

1st Prize: $175 voucher from Abbey's Bookshop
2ndPrize $100 voucher from Abbey's Bookshop
3rd Prize: $50 voucher from Abbey's Bookshop.

CONTEIVIPORARY DESIGN BIIYDING.
Any hand sevr.n multi-section book including laced-in
boards but EXCLUDING case-binding. The exhibit to
have creative or innovative design and/or structure and
MUST function as a book.

lst Prize: $100 sponsored by Australian Type Fty Ltd
2nd Prize$75 sponsored by Guild ofCraft Bookbinders
3rd Prize:$50 sponsored by Guild of Craft Bookbinders

RESTRICTED CLASS.
This class is restricted to those exhibitors who have never
won a fust prize at aprewous Royal Easter Show. Entries
rn this class to comprise any form of hand bound book
having an adhesive or non-adhesive sffucture. Materials
and design used should relate to the context ofthe text.

lst Prize: $30 sponsored by Primrose Bookworks
2nd Prize: $20 sponsored by Primrose Bookworks.

Entrants to the 1995 Royal Easter Show (to be held during
8- I 8 April) should submit their entry registration forms by
2lNovember 1994 together with the prescribed fee and
entries be submitted during the period 2l-25 March 1995.

Entry registration forms will be available during Septem-

ber 1994. Enquiries should be directed to
RAS Arts and Crafts Exhibition
GPO Box 4317 SYDNEY NSW 2001.

The Guild Committee would like to see a much greater
participation in this exhibition from all the members incl-
uding people from other States.

However, despite the approval by the RAS for the intro-
duction of this new competition cless in bookbinding for
the 1995 Royal Easter Show, the RAS has stated that, if
there rs not a significant increase in the number of
entries for all the competition clesses during the 1995
Show, the numbers of the bookbinding competition
classes would be reduced to a single competition class
only from 1996.

MOROCCO BOUND

NEWS AND EVENTS

August 1994

LEATHER SPLITTING FOR BII\DERS

Suzy Braun of the NSW Guild is willing to organise
anotherbatch of leather for splitting for interestedbinders.
Splitting to be done by the firm of Reynolds Leather and
Handcrafts of 13-17 Wilson St Botany, will be to a
thickness of between 0.7 and 0.8mm.

Leather should be delivered to the Guild's workshop at the
Writers' Centre, Rozelle Hospital or if sent by post, to be

addressed P O Box I I10, Rozelle NSW 2039. Whether
sending by post or delivering by hand, parcels should be

labelled ATTENTION: S BRALJN and to reach the
workshop by 30th September.

Leatherpieces shouldbeno widerthan 355mm (14 inches),
should not be wavy or stretchy and if stiff, should be well
boarded to prevent damage during splitting. Suzy has

kindly offered to repack pieces for collection or to des-
patch COD those to be posted. Individual rnvoices will be

included il each parcel. Thank you again, Suzy.

The Annual Writersfest will be conducted at the Writers'
Centre, Rozelle over 1-3 October long weekend. As part
of the festivities, the NSW Guild's workshop will be open
for inspection. Volunteers are invited to man the workshop
on any of the days and for the giving of demonstrations.

The 1994 Annual Antiquarian Book Fair wiff be held in
Sydney at the Holiday Inn (Menzies Hotel) from Thursday
20 to Saturday 23 October. Entry is $5.00 which includes
a catalogue. Demonstations ofbookbinding will be given

by a couple of well known professional binders.

The Papermakers of NSW, a non-profit group having a

membership of 70 papermakers and paper artists estab-

lished in 1992, will be holding aMad Hatters' Tea Pafi
exhibition of papermaking and a feast of other creative
talents involving paper at the historic Balmain Watch
House, Darling Street, Balmain duringlT to23 September

1994. Items will be available for sale at the exhibition.

Mr Mclaren North, age 22, of Ithaca NY USA is desirous

to obtain an apprenticeship or similar employment with an

Australian bookbinder/bookbinding organisation. CV de-

tails, etc may be obtained from Secretary, NSW Guild.

FO R SALE : Letter pre ss, size 23 5 x 3 60mm with opening

75mm. Price $220.
Enquiries: John Meynink - telephone (02) 44 4057.

FOR SALE: Small board cutter, size 1220 x760mm with
cutting width 540mm. Price $250 ono. Enquiries:-

SecretaryNSW Guild, P O Box I I10, Rozelle NSW 2039.
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